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Schizophrenia: Sobering Facts



 10% of all disabled persons are diagnosed with
schizophrenia (Rupp & Keith, 1993)
 In the USA, the diagnosis accounts for 75% of all mental
health expenditures and approximately 40% of all publiclyfunded disability payments (Martin & Miller, 1998)
 80%-85% are typically unemployed at any one time, and
those who do obtain a job typically work for few hours per
week and quit or are fired after several weeks or months
(Silverstein & Bellack, 2008)
 It is financially costly for individuals, families, and societies.
In the United States alone, the cost of treating people
diagnosed with schizophrenia has been estimated to be
$62.7 billion per year, including direct treatment costs and
lost business productivity due to patient and family
caretaker work absence (Wu et al., 2005)

More Sobering Facts



The diagnosis is made relatively late in the course of development
Prediction of who will develop the illness is poor
Etiology is essentially unknown
Prevention is not well developed
We still do not know whether it is one or more disorders
Treatment is by trial and error
The life span for a person with schizophrenia is 25 years less than for
people without the disorder; this has not changed for at least 50 years
 Treatment outcomes in some domains are arguably equivalent to what
they were 100 years ago
 Differences between active treatments and placebo have decreased
 Newer medications do not work better than older ones








OPUS – 5-Year Follow-up
(Bertelsen et al., 2009, Schizophrenia Research)

CAFÉ Study - Results

 Change to mild or fewer symptoms – at any time
 Olanzapine 64%
 Quetiapine 58%
 Risperidone 65%

 All-cause treatment discontinuation
 Olanzapine 68%
 Quetiapine 71%
 Risperidone 71%

Rate of Symptom Return After
Stopping Medication

(Gitlin et al., 2001)

Schizophrenia: What We
Thought We Knew



 Schizophrenia was a relatively homogenous disease
construct, albeit with sub-types
 Schizophrenia affected men and women equally, and
had a flat epidemiological profile across time, place
and persons
 Schizophrenia would have a small, manageable set
of risk factors
 Neuroscience and genetics would reveal a readily
interpretable mechanism of action that would then
lead to effective treatments

Schizophrenia: What We Know



 Schizophrenia is a poorly understood group of disorders that
defies ready simplification based on symptoms, putative
neurobiology or aetiopathogenesis
 Schizophrenia affects men more than women, and the
incidence of the disorder varies significantly by place and
social group (i.e., within nations and between nations,
between ethnic subgroups, etc.)
 Risk factors for schizophrenia (e.g., genes, prenatal
exposures) are also associated with a wide range of other
brain-related adverse health outcomes (especially
neurodevelopmental disorders)
 Common mental disorders like anxiety and depression often
precede and co-exist with schizophrenia
 Isolated and transient psychotic experiences are prevalent in
the community

Where Do We Go Now?



 Acknowledge that genetic and non-genetic risk factors linked to
schizophrenia will probably be shared with many other mental
health outcomes (i.e., lack of specificity for exposures)
 Acknowledge that psychotic experiences are shared with a
subgroup of the general population and a range of common mental
disorders
 Acknowledge that individuals can pass through a pluripotent
phase of illness evolution, at which stage a number of outcomes are
possible, and that a clinical staging model may offer new options
for treatment and prevention
 Heterogeneity and non-specificity should not be considered a
‘problem’ for our field – they provide opportunities to unravel
shared pathways underpinning a surprisingly wide range of brainrelated outcomes
 Acknowledge that interventions that target these nonspecific
outcomes may deliver attractive and cost-efficient benefits with
respect to overall disease burden

Risk Factors for Schizophrenia
















Genetics/family history
Older paternal and maternal age
Maternal infection during 2nd trimester of pregnancy
Obstetric complications (especially hypoxia)
Developmental delays
Childhood adversity (especially abuse and bullying)
Cognitive impairment
Cannabis use (especially at a young age and for variants high in
THC, and for people with specific genetic profiles)
Immigrant status
Urban upbringing
Social defeat experiences
Infection and inflammation

Epigenetics: non-genetic factors that
influence how genes are expressed
 Example:



 Chronic stress alters expression of the neurotrophin
BDNF, leading to reduced capacity for new learning

 Implication:

 This process can be reversed with tricyclic
antidepressant treatment
 Other stress-reduction strategies may be useful in
high-risk youth, including





yoga
exercise
relaxation
anti-glucocorticoid drugs

Development of Schizophrenia is Complex, and
Involves an Interaction of Genetic, Epigenetic, and
Environmental Factors (Rutten & Mill, 2009, Schizophrenia Bulletin)

Shared and Distinct Risk Factors for
Schizophrenia and Bipolar Disorder
(Demjaha et al, 2012, Schizophrenia Bulletin)



An Example of The Problem with
Addressing Risk Factors Individually



Cannabis use doubles the risk for schizophrenia
Schizophrenia occurs in ~.7% of the population
What is the number needed to prevent (NNP)?
In those aged 20 to 24 with heavy cannabis use, the NNP for men was 2800 and for
women it was 5470
 The estimates for those with less cannabis use are about four to five times higher
 Considering that the best available public health interventions related to cannabis
cessation have weak outcomes (i.e. these interventions themselves have high NNP),
leveraging cannabis use as a means to reduce the incidence of schizophrenia
becomes problematic
 Alternative strategies related to cannabis use and the risk of psychosis could
involve:
(a) identifying individuals who are at increased risk due to other
factors (e.g.,
genetic susceptibility, exposure to other risk factors, onset
of academic decline,
transfer to special education class due to behavioural
problems, etc.)
(b) reducing access to potent forms of cannabis
(c) public health campaigns targeted at young teenagers to encourage delayed
onset of first cannabis use





Important Questions

 Should we focus prevention efforts on identifying and

treating people with multiple risk factors?
 Which risk factors are most important?
 How many should we assess, and when, and where?
 In areas of medicine (e.g., diabetes, cardiovascular),
multiple risk factors have been combined into risk scores,
with varying degrees of complexity, with the goal of
predicting disease outcome (e.g., Framingham Risk Score
for cardiovascular disease)
 Reason for pessimism? Jones & van Os (1998) combined
neurodevelopmental risk factors, and highest positive
predictive value for later schizophrenia was 1.2%

Criteria for “Ultra High-Risk State”



 1st or 2nd degree relative with a psychotic disorder and recent
increase in symptoms and/or decline in functioning
 Brief limited intermittent psychotic symptoms (BLIPS),
resolving spontaneously in less than 1 week
 Attenuated psychotic symptoms
 Originally thought to identify a group where ~50% would
develop a psychotic disorder within a year
 Current estimates are closer to 20%-35%
 This is better than what we could do years ago, but it also
indicates that by the time we are identifying these young
people, they essentially already are well into the
development of the disorder

An Alternative Approach:
Basic Symptoms















Motor disturbances*
Inability to divide attention
Thought interference*
Thought pressure
Thought blockages
Disturbance of receptive speech*
Disturbance of expressive speech
Disturbances of abstract thinking
Unstable ideas of reference
Visual distortions*
Capture of attention by details of the visual field (Cannon et
al, 2008, Archives of General Psychiatry)

What is the Effectiveness of
High-Risk Clinics?



 At PACE (Melbourne, Australia):

 CBT and low dose medication vs case management, for
6 mo.
 Transition to psychosis lower in treatment group at 6
mo.
 No difference at 12 mo. except for fully adherent
patients
 No differences in transition, symptoms or functioning
at 3 years

 At Yale:

 12 months of low dose olanzapine vs. placebo
 No significant difference between groups after 1 year

Effectiveness (Continued)


 In Manchester, UK:
 Cognitive therapy (CT) or monitoring only, for 6 mo.
 CT group had lower transition rate and fewer symptoms
at 12 months
 No differences between groups at 3 years

 At PACE:
 CT + risperidone vs. CT + placebo vs. supportive therapy
+ placebo
 No group differences at 6 months

Effectiveness (Continued)


 In Vienna:
 12 weeks of Omega-3 fatty acids (fish oil) vs. placebo
 Treatment group had lower transition rate at 12 weeks
AND at 12 months
 4.9% in treatment group developed psychosis vs.
27.5% at 12 months
 Treatment group had significantly reduced positive,
negative, and general symptoms, and improved
functioning

In Clinical Schizophrenia and Related Psychoses, 2012

Child and Adolescent Precursors
to Schizophrenia



 Motor impairments
 Cognitive impairments
 Academic difficulties, learning disabilities
 Social functioning impairment

An Alternative: Intervene During A
“Pluripotent Risk State”



 Many problems that occur in childhood and adolescence predict the
development of some later mental illness, but not a specific one
 Examples are trauma, PTSD, anxiety, depression, poor social skills,
academic performance decline
 In the face of such problems, a number of adverse outcomes are
possible
 This suggests the usefulness of general strategies to intervene to
prevent more severe outcomes during adolescence and adulthood
 Public health interventions that aim to reduce exposure to risk factors,
and to promote resilience, may impact on incidence of psychosis (along
with other disorders and adverse outcomes)
 These include better pre-natal care, improved nutrition, more green
space for exercise, public health campaigns to reduce drug use, and
school-based interventions for children who are showing academic
and/or social difficulties

School-Based Interventions



 At an earlier age, target risk indicators (e.g., poor
interpersonal skills, poor social problem solving skills, poor
stress tolerance, poor self-regulation, decline in academic
function, etc.) in children who show signs of risk for future
mental health problems
 Interventions can be delivered in the school classroom and
other settings
 Children receiving these services are not specifically
identified as being at-risk for psychosis
 Intervention may have positive effects on a range of outcomes
(some of which have already been demonstrated)
 This approach is consistent with the idea that intervening
during the pluripotent risk state may be more effective than
intervening at the later stage of high risk for a specific
disorder

What Interventions Could Be Useful?



 Social Emotional Learning (SEL) interventions (delivered by
trained teachers as part of regular classroom curricula) show
significant effects on positive behavior, improved social emotional
competencies and academic performance, and decreases in conduct
problems and emotional distress, and these are increasingly being
implemented in school settings
 Recent evidence from the animal literature suggests that
prophylactic training of specific cognitive functions might reduce
the negative effects of a later-onset schizophrenia-related brain
abnormality. This suggests the utility of cognitive interventions for
high-risk youth
 Interventions that foster emotion regulation and stress reactivity
are also used in school systems but have not been used thus far in
high-risk populations
 Issues: avoidance of labeling and stigmatization, and funding for
adding interventions to the school curriculum

Integrate Child and Adult MH Systems



 Those who go on to develop psychosis are often known
to child services
 Partitioning of services into separate child and adult
systems discourages combined approaches that might
enhance outcomes by marshaling all relevant forces
 The discontinuity in service provision inhibits a
longitudinal perspective
 And, there is evidence that preventative or ameliorative
interventions for adult disorders may require delivery
by those who conventionally work with children

Further Opportunities for Integration



 Closer ties between mental health experts and the following
groups:






special education teachers
juvenile justice program staff
social workers
developmental psychologists
family therapists

 Example:

 Special education teachers, by definition, work with children with
serious emotional disturbance and/or cognitive/academic difficulties,
a substantial proportion of whom can be considered at high risk for
developing a serious mental disorder
 They have many skills for improving the social and academic
performance of these children and adolescents that are essentially
unknown to child psychiatrists and psychologists
 But, these teachers typically lack training in the identification of risk
factors for serious mental disorder, and in interventions developed
within psychiatry

Clinical Staging

 Recognition of different stages in the process of the
disorder
 Recognition that each clinical stage implies different
interventions
 Stages for schizophrenia are:





Pluripotent risk state
Ultra-high-risk state and first episode
First 5 years after diagnosis
Later episodes

Staging: Pluripotent Risk State



 Case detection
 School-based interventions
 Family and environmental interventions

Staging: Ultra-High-Risk State
and First Episode



 Case detection
 Home visits by family doctor, school counselor or specialized
youth mental health teams
 Treatment at home or in youth-oriented settings
 Major goal is to reduce duration of untreated psychosis (DUP),
via screening and individual intervention
 Cognitive remediation and Cognitive-Behavior Therapy (CBT)
to prevent cognitive decline and enhance symptom control
 Intensive interventions with the goals of maximal symptomatic
and functional recovery, and of episode/relapse prevention
 Promotion of treatment adherence
 Use of low-dose antipsychotic medication is typical, if psychotic
symptoms present
 Neuroprotective agents may also be useful

Staging: First Five Years


 Goal is to minimize disability
 Focus on lifestyle changes to prevent relapse
 Continued intensive treatment, in a specialized clinic for early
psychosis, for at least 5 years
 Consider anti-inflammatory agents
 Higher doses of medication often used with later episodes
 Family involvement
 Focus on resumption of work/school through supported
services if needed
 Cognitive remediation to prevent further decline
 CBT for symptom control
 Relapse prevention (treatment adherence, substance abuse
treatment, etc.)

Staging: Later Episodes

 Psychiatric rehabilitation
 Recovery focus
 Antipsychotic medications typical
 Anti-inflammatory agents may no longer be useful











Conclusions


We now know a lot about risk factors
But, prevention remains an elusive goal
We may be intervening too late, even in our best high-risk clinics
We need better methods for determining risk, based on
combinations of factors
Earlier intervention, during a “pluripotent risk state” may be more
effective, although this is not illness-specific
Greater use of anti-inflammatory and anti-glucocorticoid drugs, as
well as of stress-reducing interventions (including exercise) may
lead to better outcomes
Future efforts could benefit from greater integration between child
psychiatry and adult psychiatry and other social systems, such as
schools, family therapists, juvenile justice systems, urban planning
experts, etc.
A greater focus on clinical staging is needed

